Over 300 members of the SEAS community gathered to honor the student recipients of the 2005 scholarship awards. Faculty members, scholarship donors, students and their families enjoyed an evening reception that included 164 awards and over $150,000 in scholarship prize money.

Awardees are pictured with Dean Karwan and some of the donors who made the scholarships possible. Awardees' names are bolded. Photos by Nancy Parisi.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Awards
Outstanding Senior: Melissa Chow CBE
Outstanding Junior: Abhijit Kohli CBE

Robert R Apmaan Award
Colleen Bronner CSEE

David M. Benenson Memorial Scholarship
Anthony Chirico III MAE; Suvosh Bhattacharjee EE; Darren Leskiw MAE; Robert Miller CSE; Benjamin Nieman MAE

American Society of Civil Engineers Julian Snyder Endowment Fund Scholarship
John Danzer; Kelly Finn CSEE

Chuang Family Scholarship
Jacob Muller EE; Lindsay Mroz CBE; not pictured: Ji Tong Chen CBE; Patrick Cupka CSE

American Society of Civil Engineers Student of the Year Award
George Cotroneo; Christopher George CSEE

Association of Old Crows Scholarships
Gary England; Evan Halstead EE; Adam Halstead EE; Mike Pilarski; Dan Ehrenhalt; not pictured: Jennifer Thompson CSE

Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering Chair's Graduate and Undergraduate Recognition Awards
Undergraduate: Thomas Connell CSEE
Graduate: not pictured: Jeffrey Berman CSEE; L. Shawn Matott CSEE

Engineering Undergraduate Fellowships
front: Adriana Crippen MAE; Robert Colorafi MAE; Jamaine Brown MAE; Noah Bednowitz IE; Kaitlin Bailey CBE; back: Bilal Hanif IE; Matthew Hamlet MAE; Jeremy Gworek CSEE; Emmanuel Fernandez CSE

front: Jenna Mertowski EE; Richard Martyna EE; Elizabeth Henry IE; Matthew Henchey IE; back: Webster Ross III CSE; Nandine Roberts CSEE; Herick Nelson EE; Gregory Nelson CSEE

front: Michael Williams CSEE; Andrew Widjaja IE; Keith Ward IE; Analisa Sanchez CBE; back: Ahmad Zakari EE; Christina Yacoob CBE; Jasmine Vorthy MAE; Demisse Wolde-Gabriel MAE

not pictured: Carlos Buitrago CBE; Jahmil Campbell EE; Andre Colquhoun CSE; Everett Comfort EE; Holly Czechowski MAE; Michael Dinezza EE; Ricardo Euyoque CSEE; Ryan Evans MAE; Moses Felix EE; Sharon Greenfield MAE; Michael Hurst CBE; David Manchester MAE; Darryl McCune II EE; David Mullicaux Jr. CBE; Michael Patti MAE; Ryan Prendergast EE; Amy Schroder MAE
Richard E. Garman Endowment Fund
front: Robert Buchan CSEE; Mark DeBois CSEE; Charles Ekiert CSEE; Jesse Gotham CSEE; back: David Keller CSEE; Kelly Miller CSEE; Zachary Miller CSEE; not pictured: Gregory Haack CSEE; Daniel Rohe CSEE

Matthew Grappone Book Awards
Joelathan Walczak CSEE; Rehman Baig IE; not pictured: Seong Ho Hwang IE; Frank Jaworski EE

Matthew Grappone Memorial Scholarship
Jordan Waldesser CSE

Richard E. Garman Endowment Fund
front: Robert Buchan CSEE; Mark DeBois CSEE; Charles Ekiert CSEE; Jesse Gotham CSEE; back: David Keller CSEE; Kelly Miller CSEE; Zachary Miller CSEE; not pictured: Gregory Haack CSEE; Daniel Rohe CSEE

Daniel Kagebein Bird Electronics/ TXRX-SYSTEMS Scholarships
Donald Eastman EE; Huifen Zhu EE; Jim Whalen; not pictured: Zhao Tang EE

Robert B. Kleinschmidt Memorial Award
Elizabeth Nie EE; not pictured: Shawn Corio CSE; Anh Huynh Le EE

Yong H. Lee Scholarship
Phillip Cornier MAE

James W. and Nancy A. McLennon Superior Student Awards
Do Yeh Jeong CBE; Sara Haydanek CSE; Chin Giau Lim CBE; not pictured: Lauren A. Gorgol CSEE

Matthew Grappone Book Awards
Joelathan Walczak CSEE; Rehman Baig IE; not pictured: Seong Ho Hwang IE; Frank Jaworski EE

Dr. Sophokles E. Logiadiis Prizes
Michael Astrella CSEE; Daniel Feen CSEE

Praxair Fellowship Award
Adebimpe M. Ogunade CBE

Schomberg Fellowship
Adebimpe M. Ogunade CBE; not pictured: Thomas Agbanyo CBE

Gregory B. Jarvis Scholarships
John Hu CSE; Christine Balonek CBE; Dung Quoc Vo EE; Christopher Selk EE; not pictured: David Frankenfield IE; Daniel Thornton IE; Garun Vagidov CSE

Joseph Markle Dinner Memorial #4 Scholarship
Gregory Chapman CSE